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House Resolution 617

By: Representatives McLeod of the 105th, McClain of the 100th, Hutchinson of the 107th,

Clark of the 108th, and Park of the 101st 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Tyler Lee; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, dedicated to service and civic engagement, Tyler has served on numerous2

campaigns for elected office, engaging with the electorate in his community and encouraging3

them to vote; and4

WHEREAS, his stellar work ethic is further exemplified by his academic career, where he5

maintains above satisfactory grades and is recognized as a student in good standing; and6

WHEREAS, Tyler's knowledge of government and the political process is an inspiration to7

the youth in his community and his peers, and he has spent innumerable hours of his time and8

energy ensuring that good people represent the communities of Georgia; and9

WHEREAS, he speaks frequently to his elected representatives on behalf of the youth of his10

community, guaranteeing that everyone has an input in the legislative process; and11

WHEREAS, a proper quality education for the young people of this state is the single most12

important objective of the General Assembly, and Tyler has shown by academic13
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accomplishment that the pursuit and attainment of scholastic success are within the reach of14

the students in this state; and15

WHEREAS, the State of Georgia looks with great anticipation toward the future of this16

bright and promising young citizen.17

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that18

the members of this body recognize and commend Tyler Lee for his many hours of dedicated19

service and extend sincere best wishes for future success.20

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized21

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Tyler22

Lee.23


